
App Modernization Accelerator
For all your application migration strategies

EDUCATE AND ADOPTBUSINESS ENABLEMENT NO VENDOR LOCK-INPROFESSIONAL 

ADVISORY

Increase Business Agility

Decrease Time-to-Market

Increase Transparency

Continuous advice

Continuous optimization and 

recommendation

Advocating Innovative Services

Assess current skills

Provide relevant training

Build support and momentum

Scale down managed services 

as you learn

Grow cloud control in-house 

over time

No proprietary tooling / 

languages

Accelerate your Application Transformation and become the master of your 

Public Cloud development stack.

What is included in the App modernization Accelerator

✓ A presentation informing you on the possibilities of App 

Modernization

✓ A thorough analysis of the current solution, creating an 

overview of the costs, deployment methods, security, 

scalability and performance., security, scalability and 

performance

✓ Modernizing one aspect to showcase how App 

Modernization can improve your current solution.

✓ Presentation of the results of the accelerator, including 

a roadmap on how to continue your App 

Modernization Journey.

The App Modernization Accelerator provides 

organizations of all sizes with a mechanism to speed up 

their cloud journey. This results in a shorter time to 

market of running applications and data in the cloud. At 

the same time, it ensures the use of best practices and 

proven security principles.

App Modernization can be started with relatively low 

costs using the 'as a service'-model, which is based on a 

monthly subscription model. This results in a relatively low 

up-front investment for your organization relevant to the 

on-boarding of Azure, start and learn a lot from our 

development skills in the public cloud.



App Modernization Accelerator
For all your application migration strategies

Day 1

Introduction

Start with your app modernization days to migrate your applications smooth

Have you started your cloud journey by migrating your 

applications to Azure, but are you uncertain about the 

next step? Do you want to improve application 

performance, be more cost-effective, or improve other 

aspects of your applications?

Perhaps you want to transform your application into a 

SaaS offering on the marketplace, but you are worried 

about the scalability of your application architecture? If 

these are questions you have and you want to modernize 

your application landscape, but don’t know where to 

start? We can help you to accelerate your Cloud Native 

transformation using our simple 4 step approach! 

After a short introduction with the 

team, we will guide your team 

through the goals and aspects of 

App Modernization in the Cloud. 

Day 2

Analysis

Together with the dev-team and 

product owner we will create an 

overview of the current application, 

costs, deployment methods, 

security, scalability and 

performance. During this analysis 

we will identify an opportunity to 

showcase the merits of application 

modernization. 

Day 3-4
Implementation

This could be anything ranging 

from containerization of an 

application, improving scalability of 

a service, creating or upgrading 

CI/CD pipelines, increasing 

observability of the landscape to 

deployment of a new greenfield 

component. 

Day 5

Presentation 

& Workshop

To conclude the App 

Modernization Accelerator, we will 

demonstrate the key improvement 

implemented on days 3 and 4. We 

will follow up with a workshop on 

how to apply this improvement to 

more aspects of your application 

landscape.

Finally, we will present a 

suggested roadmap based on the 

analysis of day 2, with 

recommendations on how to 

continue your App Modernization 

Journey. 

After the execution of the App 

Modernization Accelerator, you will 

have a clear view of the potential 

benefits for your application 

workload. The next step might just 

be to further modernize your 

application together with our Cloud 

engineers! 


